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given plan. Draw the dotted line / u, through said point of the convex side of said plan; then take the distance, i u, of the convex stretch-out, and apply it upon the base from i to ^, fig. 3, Plate 7. At u erect a perpendicular from the base i j\ and at the point in which, this perpendicular intersects the lower edge of the convex mould at v square across at v w. The lower point of the easing being obtained at g, square across the mould at g r; then divide each distance on each edge of the mould, from each side of the angles at h and q, to g r, and w v, into six equal parts, and by the intersection of lines connecting those parts, the lower easing will be formed. Then take the distance upon the base line from g to the dotted line n, fig. 2, and apply it, upon the concave stretch-out, from g to n, fig. 1, Plate 6; then draw the dotted line e n, and at the intersection of e n, with the concave side a 5, draw the dotted line from the centre o, through said point of intersection of the concave to the convex side of the given plan. Draw the dotted line fy through said point of the convex side of said plan; then take the distance iy, of the convex stretch-out, and apply it upon the base line from i to y, fig. 3, Plate 7. At y erect a perpendicular from the base iy, to c, square across at c d; the upper point of the easing being obtained at m, square across at mo; then divide each distance on each edge of the mould, from each side of the angles at ep, to m c, and o c?,'into six equal parts, and by the intersection of lines connecting those parts, the upper easing will be formed, which completes the easings for the convex falling mould.
To obtain the butt-joints upon ike concave falling mould, as at fig. 2, m Plate 7.
From the base, g k, erect as many perpendiculars as there are intended to be joints, as v x, through d c to w y, .on the upper edge of said mould. (It should be observed that the number of pieces required to form the rail should be governed by the size of the opening or well-hole, that the grain of the wood may continue with the circle of the rail as near as possible, which gives the rail a more beautiful appearance, and is much stronger and requires much less stuff in thickness.) Then obtain the centres of the mould upon the part of the perpendiculars that pass through from d to w and c to y, which centres are-2 5; then square across the mould

